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FAB Meeting #12 04/11/2018, 6:00-8:00 pm 

Morris Koppelman Center (774 Saratoga Ave)  
 

Attendance: 
● 5 UB backbone staff (Dionne Grayman, David Harrington, Kassa Belay, Jason Ludwig, 

Danielle Augustine) 
● 18 FAB members 
● Kristen Aldrich Rocha, Too Small to Fail 

 
Objectives: 

● Revisit Too Small to Fail - Learning Landscapes Presentation 
● Discuss Learning landscapes Creative Content and Characters/Branding  
● Provide Strive Together updates 

 
Takeaways: 

● We may need to design more characters from scratch or find good ones among the 
options TSTF has for the Learning Landscapes Project. 

● FAB members are interested in learning more about Strive Together membership and 
hearing more from other community groups that are part of the network 

 
Introductions:  

● Mindfulness moment: 
things. that should be asked 
often. in every type. Of 
Relationship: 
how is your heart. 
is your breath happy. Here. 
do you feel free. 

 
Review of Leadership Council Meeting 

● Meeting focused on request data from city agencies aligned with FAB/PAT Outcomes list 
● New LC member: Kim Watson, Graham Windham 
● FAB Members, who attended the meeting reported back on their experiences  

○ Athenia R. 
○ Adam D. 

● UB has yet to receive the requested data from city agencies 
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Update on Strive Together 
 

● FAB previously voiced 3 concerns about joining Strive Together: 
○ How will UB benefit from joining the network? 
○ Will Strive Together offer opportunities and resources for the FAB? 
○ Will UB lose its identity by joining a national network of organizations? 

● After speaking with Strive Together representatives, KB and DH reported back with 
responses to FAB concerns: 

○ UB is ahead of everyone on “community engagement”, though Strive challenges 
partners to prioritize residents  

■ Opportunity for UB to be a national leader. 
○ “Strive is as hands-off or hands-on as communities want them to be” and “wants 

communities to continue doing what they do well.” 
■ No requirement to share your model or fully adopt theirs. 

○ FAB members could be part of Strive’s professional development and other 
opportunities. 

■ Other members are not doing this as much as we would like. 
○ Strive staff regularly connect members in different cities to learn from someone 

further along than you on a particular topic. 
● Next Steps: UB organizing a videochat conference between Strive Representatives and 

FAB 
● Additional questions: Will Strive Together stand with UB’s advocacy for data? 

 

Too Small to Fail Presentation: Weaving Early Brain and Language 
Development into the Fabric of Communities 
 

● Goals and mission of TSTF: Ensuring that children in the communities they work in are 
prepared for kindergarten and that parents and caregivers understand their crucial role 
in Social-Emotional and Language Development 

● Talking is Teaching currently working in 24 communities across the U.S. 
○ 3 main components of Talk, Read, Sing campaigns: Trusted messengers, 

environmental prompts, tools to facilitate change (i.e. tool kits) 
○ Campaign approach: Community ground game, air game/media partnerships, 

national partnership 
● Current TSTF Creative 

○ Creative= environmental prompts designed to start caretaker-child conversations: 
posters for playgrounds, bus shelters, grocery stores 

○ Current creative has not yet been looked at through a social justice lens 
○ Need to ask: Does the current creative speak to everyone—especially to families 

in Brownsville? 
● Adapting Creative for Brownsville 



 

○ FAB presented with different characters in TSTF’s current creative and asked 
whether families in Brownsville may be more responsive to some of them. 

○ FAB members responded to survey gathering reflections on selecting/designing/ 
and redesigning characters. 

○ FAB members also requested involving children in evaluating TSTF’s creative 
 
Too Small to Fail Character Feedback: Preliminary Conclusions 
 
Update: Based on the feedback discussed below, UB has contracted with Made in Brownsville 
to design character concepts for the Learning Landscapes campaign. 
 
Conclusion 1: The Apple and the Bear may be appropriate with slight modification and 
better names 

● In terms of just visual design, of the four characters AS-IS, the Apple received the 
highest support from both the FAB and PAT. It's worth noting that the PAT rated 
everything higher than the FAB. It's also worth noting that the FAB's second highest 
rating was for the Bear, which should give more weight to the Bear in our 
consideration than the total average would indicate. 

 

● If you look at the spread of very high scores (6's and 7's) rather than averages for the 
characters AS-IS, the Bear actually has the highest number of strong favorable 
responses, with the Apple being second. The below charts illustrate that (though not 
broken down by FAB/PAT).  



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

● There are good comments about how to improve the characters and make more 
relevant that should be explored further. I would anticipate that taking some of those 
suggestions should improve ratings.  

● There is CLEAR indication that character names should represent the community 
better. New names would improve overall reception of the characters, particularly with 
some visual adjustments. 



 

Conclusion 2: But we may need to design more characters from scratch or find good 
ones among the 50 or so other options TSTF has. The question is really whether you can 
build a campaign around 1-2 designs (I think you can -- there is one Honey Nut Cheerios 
bee, for example) if those designs are right. 

 
Conclusion 3: The Learning Landscapes breakout group should take this conversation to the next 
level, and we should weight the FAB more heavily than the PAT (since the FAB are one target), and we 
should take the FAB's advice to ask local kids for feedback. 
 
 

“I am From” Poem Activity 
● Meeting attendees completed a worksheet asking them to reflect on the places 

they come from, to develop thinking around community and home which helped 
bring up important themes to consider while responding to the Learning 
Landscapes character feedback survey. 



 

I Am From  

I am from……(three objects from your childhood home) 

 

I am from……(three objects from your backyard or from near your home) 

 

I am from……(three places near your neighborhood) 

 

I am from……(family members/people you love) 

 

I am from……(a phrase you remember from childhood) 

 

I am from……(food that you had while growing up) 

 

I am from……(some special events or experiences that define who you are today) 

 
 
2019 FAB Retreat: Celebrating One Year of Work 
 
Details: 

● June 1, 2019, 9am - 2pm 
● Brooklyn Children’s Museum 
● Provided: transportation, childcare, stipend, breakfast, lunch 
● Would replace regularly scheduled June meeting 

 
Purposes:  

● Deep work that we cannot do in a single meeting 
● UB gratitude to FAB for a year of work 

 
Reality Check Survey 
 
The feedback for this meeting was overwhelmingly positive, with appreciative comments about 
hearing from Too Small to Fail, revisiting the StriveTogether conversation, and the Where I am 
From activity. There were requests for more discussion of the images for the Learning 
Landscapes campaign, which will be part of a future meeting. 



 

 


